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THE EXCLUSIVE p+ d! 3He +2� REACTIONAT CELSIUS�M. Anderssona, Chr. Bargholtza, H. Calén, K. FranssonaK. Franssonb, E. Fumeroa, L. Holmberga, J. JohansonbT. Johanssonb, K. Lindha, L. Mårtenssona, I. SitnikovaaA. Sukhanovb, P.-E. Tegnéra, P. Thörngren EngblombG. Weissa, K. Wilhelmsen Rolandera and J. Zloma«zukbaDepartment of Physis, Stokholm UniversityBox 6730, S-113 85 Stokholm, SwedenbDepartment of Radiation Sienes, Uppsala UniversityS- 751 21 Uppsala, SwedenThe Svedberg LaboratoryS-751 21 Uppsala, Sweden(Reeived June 29, 2000)Neutral and harged two-pion prodution in p+d! 3He+2� reationshas been studied at a proton beam energy of 477 MeV. The total rosssetion for double pion prodution is 0.22 � 0.03 �b. The ratio of the rosssetions for the prodution of harged pion pairs with isospin T = 1 andT = 0 was determined to be 1.4 � 0.4.PACS numbers: 25.10.+s, 25.40.Ve, 25.60.DzResults reported from a measurement by Bellemann et al. [1℄ of thep + d ! 3He + �+ + �� reation at a entre-of-mass (.m.) exess energyof Q�+�� = 70 MeV are surprising. A relative s-state (i.e. isospin T = 0)between the two pions is expeted, but the result is interpreted as evidenefor dominane of prodution of �+�� pairs in a relative p-state (i.e. T = 1).In order to larify the situation we have made a measurement in whihthe two possible isospin states of the pion pair ould be unambiguouslyresolved. We have studied the exlusive reationsp+ d! 3He + �0 + �0 ; (1)� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2123)



2124 M. Andersson et al.and p+ d! 3He + �+ + �� (2)as well as the orresponding inlusive reation at an energy orresponding toQ�0�0 = 37 MeV and Q�+�� = 28 MeV. For reation (1) the isospin of thepion pair is onstrained to T = 0 while for reation (2) two isospin hannels,T = 0 and T = 1, are open.The CELSIUS aelerator and storage ring [2℄ at the The Svedberg Lab-oratory was used for this experiment with an eletron-ooled irulatingproton beam with a kineti energy of 477 MeV interating in a deuteriumluster-jet target. The 3He partiles were deteted in the zero-degree spe-trometer [3℄. Charged pions and gamma rays from deaying neutral pionswere deteted in the forward detetor and the entral alorimeter of theWASA/PROMICE apparatus respetively [4℄. With �E-�E-E tehnique3He partiles were seleted in oinidene with at least one gamma ray orone harged pion.In order to determine the relative ontribution of T = 0 and T = 1pion pairs and the total ross setions, we have �tted the experimental in-lusive and exlusive energy spetra of 3He ions by orresponding simulatedspetra. For the T = 0 hannel we assume a onstant prodution ampli-tude, i.e. isotropy and an energy distribution given by phase spae. For theT = 1 hannel a relative p-state is assumed and we use a squared amplitudeproportional to k2�� sin2 ��� [1℄ where k�� is the relative momentum in thepion-pion system and ��� the angle between k�� and the beam axis. For theross setions we obtained �(�0�0) = 58�12 nb and �(�+��) = 162�22 nb.Expressed in terms of the T = 1 and T = 0 ontributions to the hargedpion ross setion we obtainR = �(�+��;T = 1)�(�+��;T = 0) = 1:4� 0:4 : (3)Experimental and �tted spetra are shown in Fig. 1.The result for the T = 0 hannel seems to be onsistent with the result forthe p+d! 3He+�++�� reation studied at 431.5 MeV (Q�+�� = 0:6MeV)by Betker et al. [5℄, where a ross setion of 71 � 21 � 11 pb was obtained.Extrapolating our T = 0 result to the same energy, assuming the rosssetion to be proportional to phase spae (varying approximately as Q2) weobtain 33 � 6 � 15 pb for the harged pion hannel. Our results also seemonsistent with the �ndings by Bellemann et al. [1℄ at 546 MeV (Q�+�� = 70MeV). Their integrated ross setion for the harged pion hannel is 1:34 �0:13 �b [6℄ ompared to our extrapolated value of 1:9 � 0:4 �b, assumingthe T = 1 ross setion to vary approximately proportionally to Q3. Theextrapolated ratio between T = 1 and T = 0 in the harged pion hannel
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Fig. 1. Experimental energy spetra of 3He partiles in the zero-degree spetrometer(�lled irles) and the orresponding �tted spetra (histograms). (a) Inlusive data,(b) data from the reation p + d ! 3He + 2�0 and () data from the reationp+ d! 3He + �+ + ��.beomes R = 3:8 � 1:0 at 546 MeV, i.e. a strong dominane of the T = 1hannel in aordane with interpretation of Bellemann et al. [1℄, Abashian etal. [7℄ measured the inlusive di�erential ross setion of the p+d! 3He+2�and the pure T = 1 p+ d! 3H+ 2� reation for Q � 184 MeV at 11:8Æ inthe laboratory. From their result, assuming isospin symmetry, we dedue aratio between the T = 1 and T = 0 harged-pion di�erential ross setionsof approximately 0.3 for reoil momenta between 1150 and 1300 MeV/.An extrapolation of our result to the energy of Abashian et al. would leadto a predited ratio of 9 in sharp ontrast to the measured value. For thedi�erential ross setion in the T = 0 hannel they measured a value ofapproximately 28 nb sr�1 (MeV/)�1 lose to the value 36 � 7 nb sr�1(MeV/)�1 extrapolated from our data. The T = 0 prodution thus inreasessmoothly with energy even to this energy whereas the prodution of T = 1pion pairs has dereased dramatially.The present result [8℄ thus ties together existing measurements and aonsistent piture emerges for the ross setion of the p + d ! 3He + 2�reation from threshold up to a laboratory energy of 546 MeV. However, inthe intermediate energy regime further experiments are alled for.The authors are greatly indebted to the CELSIUS group for providingexellent experimental onditions for this experiment. We wish to thankDavor Proti and the personnel at the detetor laboratory in Jülih formanufaturing the germanium detetors. The WASA/PROMICE ollabo-ration is gratefully aknowledged for putting experimental equipment at ourdisposal. This work was supported in part by the Swedish Natural SieneResearh Counil.
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